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Are Little Stars Geisa 75 Pics .Google India has
decided to give up on the Google Play store, the

company’s showcase for its mobile apps, like
Google Play Music and the Google Play Store. The

decision comes after a move by the US-based
search giant to change the way it sells apps in India.
Google has already stopped selling Android apps on
the Google Play Store, replacing it with a new app
store, called Play Store India, that only shows apps
and content that is supported by Indian laws and

standards. And right after that, it recently stopped
allowing app developers to use ads in their Android

apps on the Google Play store. “We will remove
apps that are, or are designed to be, used in ways

that are, or are intended to be, contrary to
applicable law, or that are or are intended to be

used to harm minors in any way,” Google wrote in
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a blog post. Google used its blog to explain the
decision to remove all ads from its Android apps. It
even removed all its other apps from its app store

in India that just show apps in similar fashion. “We
will no longer offer an Android app store that

allows applications that offer users the ability to
harm minors, or spread online child sexual abuse
material to be downloaded and installed,” Google

wrote. And that brings us to the Google Play
Music. Before the change, the music streaming

platform, Google Play Music, was advertised in the
Google Play Store. But after the recent moves by

Google, India banned the advertisement of content
that offered “any form of encouragement to the
commission of any offence, as determined under
the Indian Penal Code, Indian Evidence Act, and
the Information Technology Act, 2000, including,

but not limited to, child pornography and child
abuse.” In other words, ads on the platform could

violate Indian laws. “Ads that promote the
commission of these crimes are illegal under Indian

laws. They are also in violation of our own
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policies,” a Google spokesperson told Business
Insider. “We will not be offering Google Play
Music on Google Play Store in 82138339de
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